Migrating Geese Row Quilt

Companion Layout for Studio 180 Design's Migrating Geese Technique Sheet
Elegant rows of geese in formation adorn our Migrating Geese quilt. To make this project, you will need a Migrating Geese Technique sheet, which includes all the cutting information and instructions for how to create the pieced rows. Choose a size you like and follow the directions to make a total of four rows with 26 Migrating Geese each. Then add sashing, inner border, and outer border as shown in the layout diagram below.

**Note:** Watch the instructional video at Studio180Design.net for additional information as well as additional left-handed instructions and diagrams for this technique.

We hope you have enjoyed making your own version of *Migrating Geese Row Quilt*, and we hope you consider sharing a photo of your project either on Instagram (#MigratingGeeseRowPattern180) or on our Gallery page!

To see other tools and patterns designed by the Studio 180 Design team, please visit our website: [Studio180Design.net](http://Studio180Design.net)